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THE FACTORS THAT DETERUINE THE MINIMUM SPEED OF AN AIRPLANE.

F. H. Norton,
Aerodynamical Laboratory,,N.A.C.A.

A large range between the maximum and minimum speeds of an

airplane is of undisputed value, either to permit safe landings

in small fields with the medium or slow speed machine, or to

permit landing at all with very high speed machines. The fac-

tors which limit the maximum speed are weil understood, but

rather strangely the limi~ing factors of the minimum speed have

seldom been recognized. The nhole question of minimum speed

has usually been settled by the statement that the wings have

reached the point of maximum lift, whereas

airplanes that oan be flown at, or beyond,

great many that can not reach within 5° of

there are very few

this point, and a

it. Because of

this general misunderstanding of the principles of flight .at

low speed there are a large number of ~achines that could be -

made to fly several miles slower than at present by slight mod- ,

ifications. In the following paragraphs, therefore, the factors

that affect the minimum speed will be discussed with the hope -

that some of the present uncertainty will be cleared up.
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The wing section has a large effect on the minim

of an airplane becau~e this determines the maximum lift

speed

coef-

ficient of the supporting =mrface. This lift coefficient is

usually found from model tests in the wind tunnel, and in order

to show the range of values obtained and the approximate seo-

tions for each, the following table is given:

Lc- M,P.H. Lc-
Section Shape Lbs/Sq-,ft Absolute

R.A.F.15 .00274 .538

R.A.F. 6 .00308 .604

U.S.A,T.S.16 .00393 .770

ltartin
with flap

.00516 1.005

Fig. 1

Of course if a low speed were the only,consideration, the high-

est lift wing would

that is the object,

be chosen; but usually

and the selection of a

it is 6peed range

wing for this pur-
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pose comes beyond the scope of the discussion. In order to

show how greatly the wing section affects the minimum speed,

curves are plotted in Fig. 2 against various loadings.

If “anumber of lift curves from model tests are examined

it will be found that the lift falls off.beyond the maximum in

some cases slowly as in curve (1) in Fig. 3, some rapidly as

in curve (2) an? some, especially the high lift

off suddenly (curve 3). Now it certainly,would

ward when pulling up the nose of an airplane in

ing to have the 1ift fall off suddenly 25 or 50

sections, drop

be most awk-

making a land-

per cent, and

for this reason it was formerly thought unwise to use’wings

that

more

at a

showed a discontinuous lift curve in the model. Hemmer,

reoent tests have proved that if these sections are run

high enough speed the discontinuityy dis~ppears. Also the

fuselage in combination with the wings has the property Of

flattening the burble point. These facts are shcwn very strik-

ingly in Fig. 4, whera the lift curves are plotted for a model -

“wing,the same wing in a model airplane, and the full-sized

airplane.* The lift values show a close agreement up to 16°

:iherethey begin to diverge, the fuli-sized maohine continuing

straight on, the model wing falling off rapidly, and the model

airplane taking an intermediate p?th. ‘

- The disposition of the wings on

fects the lift coefficient and a few

The aspect ratio has a slight effect

the airplane slightly af-

cases will be discussed.

on the maximum lift as

shown in Fig. 5.** A biplane T@ll have a maximum lift of about
* N.A.C.A. Report #96,

** Bairstow - Applied Aerodynamics, p.137.
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96fiof that of a monoplane, Whils a triplane will give only 92*.

In some cases a monoplane seems to give an abnormally high

lift dueto the cushioning effect of the air between the ground. ...——

and the wing, but no really accurate tests have been made of”t”his~

. However, a model of the JN biplane has been tested in the t~- ___

i~elat varying distances from a flat surfaoe representing the -

ground and it mM found that the lift and drag at the three

point landing angle with the wheels just free of the ground ~

were each increased 5%.* It wotid be expected that a monoplane

with a wing close to the ground would show an even greater ef-

fect than this. Stagger also

as sho~ in Fig. 6**, and gap

7),***

has a slight effeet on the lift

chord ratio has still less (Fig.

It has been found that the lift coefficients from Edels

oan not be applied directly to full-sized machines, and t~is is

especially true in regard to the high values in whioh we are

interested. It is diffioult to obtain values of the lift ooef–

ficient in full flight at the burble p~ointdue to the great --

skill required to fly a machine steadily at this angle. The -

burble point, however, ~s-reached with a JN4h airplane (Fig.4)

in one ease. It has been the practice to compute the landing

speed of a.machine from the maximum lift coefficient obtained

on the

nearly

attack

model wing, apd by a coincidence this procedure is very

correct as the fu~l-sized machine lands at an anglo of

much lower’than the burble point, It is necessary there-

fore to make a distinction between landing speed and rninh?ium—,
* Variation in Resultant Pressure upon Landing Due to Proxiinity

of the Earth. A. A. Memil - The Ace, December, 1920.
** Bairstow - Applied Aerodynamics, p.146.
*** Bairstow - A~blied.Aerofivn=mip.=n.~A~ -
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speed~ the former occurring between 10° and 14° and the latter,

between 18° and 20°. As will be shown later this difference is

due mainly to the fact that the controls are not powerful enough

to safely hold the nose of the machine up in a glide.

There is on& other factor associated with the wings that

has a definite, although usually slight, effeot on the minimum

speed, and that is the extra lift exerted by the slip stream

on the wings. If the weight of the maohine ?? is assumed to

be supported only by the wings -

w. LcA~-m Lc. nA. PWwhere

Lc is tbe maximum lift coefficient of the }7ings,

A is the area of the wings.

V is the minimum speed. .

m is the ratio of the lift coefficient at the angle
between the wings and the thrust line to the
maximum lift coefficient.

n is the ratio of the effective area in the slip
stream to the total area.

p is the ratio of the velocity in the slip stream
to the air speed.

then ----- -----

v= J
‘w 1 ‘ 1
K-&”%/’l -.mnp

The last radical contains only

stream. In Fig. 8 are plotted

those terms affected by the slip

a few curves with various values

of the constants m and n. On the usual tractor machine the

,

percentage of effective wing area is very small so that the re-
,.

duction in speed from this cause is at most only a few per cent.



??henan airplme

!clirnting,~ the thXUSt

so that there will be

by:
z= T sin

- 5,,-

is flying slowly

axis is inclined

r

with the throttle open

upward several degrees ,

a verkical cormponentGf the t’nrustgiven

e

where T is the thxust and 6 the sagle of the thrust axis to

the horizontal. It is possible to fly a powrfully controlled

airplane at a very steep angle even when a constant altitude is

held. In Fig. 9 is plotted a curve showing the decrease in

speed dumetc the direct lift of the air screw on a 2000 pound

mathine with a 400 pour.dthrust. 1% is noticed ttii with a 20°

inclination - the largest that is likely to occur - the de-

crease in speed is only 4$.

It may happen that Cn Iow powered airplanes the ninimuu

speed in level flight is determined by the

is, as the power increases with a decrease
.

speeds, the pow.r may not be sufficient to

engine power, that

in speed for low

allow reaching the

minimum speed. This iS shorn in Fig. 10 for a JN4 With a 150

and a 90 hOrsepoiRr motor; the latter power giving a minimum

speed 3 m.p.h. greater than the former. In gliding flight this

factor would not , of course~ enter in.

Every pilot knows that it is necessary to hold the stick

‘wellback w-henflying at the minimum speed, and this is especi-

ally true in a glide when the elevato~s are not in the slip

stream. In a great many machines the centrols are pulled back

to their greatest extent when flying S1owly, and in such cases

the longitudinal contxol is the limiting factor of the minimum
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speed. In the majority of the flying range - from 10 m.p.ht

abo-ret“haminimum to the mximum - the movement of the controls

is very slight, but below a certain critical velocity the S*ick

must be pulled back zapidly. This is shown clearly by a few con-

trol position curves from fres flight tests plotted in Fig. 11.*

It is also evident that as far as the longitudinal control is

concerned a lower air &peed can be obtained by an open throttle.

The reason for this break in the contrcl position curves

is due mainly to the :act that the center of pressure travel on

the wing changes from an unstable to a stable direction at this

. speed; that is, at the lower aic speeds the machine becomes very

stable and attempts to nose down strongly, so that only a pow-

erful tail force cam hold it in S1OW speed equilibrium. There

seems to be no way in Which this break in the control position

curve can be prevented, so that this factor imposes a serious

obstacle to the safe and comfortable attainment of the lower

speeds. All that can be done, and this is in other ways detrim-

ent al, is to use a powerful elevator, or a tail heavy and an

unstable machins.

That the longitudinal control can have an important ef-

fect on the miniinumspeed was recently demonstrated on an ex-

perimental JN4h with a special tail to provide

T7iththis tail the minimum speed that could be

m.p.h. While tith the regular tail the minimum

m.p.h., a very considerable difference.

great stability.

reached was 50

speed was 40

We now come to the last and most important factor affecti-

ng the minimum speed, the lateral control. The lateral control

.+.* .N.~.C.A..:Report@Ei.-.
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is seldom associated with the ability to fly at very low speeds, I

but neazly eveuy pilot wfil say ~h~~ fj~~ reason he cm not fly . ‘

more slowly is that the machine stalls, and a stall is falling

into a side slip or spin because of the ineffectiveness of the

ailerons and rudder. As the speed of an airplane approaches

its minimum the action of the ailerons is seen to be very slug-

gish; in fact, if the stick is pushed sharply over the .~chine

does not roll, but yaws sharply toward downward aileron. The

ineffectiveness of the ailerons iS shown very strikingly by a

few curves taken from a model test* (Fig. 12). As the ~gle

of incidence is increased the rolling moment

coming zero foz no yaw at a-~out17° angle of

higher angles becoming negative. Tt.ismeans

grows smaller, be–

attack, and at

that at 17° the

ailerons could not produce aiiyrolling moment for this partic-

ular test, and the conditions would be ilearlythe same for any

type of machine:.

The other member Ot the laterfi c~tro~, the ~~er, is 6,

more effect~ve at htgh a~les of incidence than t-heailerons

and has the additional advantage of being in the slip stream,

but it can not directly produce a rolling ~oment. It is used, ,

howeverj almost entirely to produce lateral talance by causing

an angle of yaw which in turn produces a xolling moment as shown

by the curves inFig. 12. A pilot uses the rudder almost en-

tirely when flying at very low speeds to keep his lateral bal-

ance, sad the more skillful he is the slower oan he fly with-

out pulling into a spin.

* ~. & M. ~0.152$ British ;Ld.VjEo~ ~epOZ%.
—-.
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am airplane is usually not any def-

machine but is a function also of

Of thi6 a pilO~ was able tO fly a

certain machine no loner than 43 k.p.h. even after repeated.

triais; another pilot .onthe same machine and nith the same

weight, after considerable practice was able to reach a steady

speed of 40 m.p.h. because of his greater skill in using the -

rudder to prevent the machine from falling into a spin. I

“,

When designing a maohine the preceding conditions for 10V? “

speed should’be considered, as they do not in general conflict

with the other desirable properties, In particular, care should :
.

be taken to provide a powerful lateral control as most pilots

quite properly refuse to make full use of the low speed proper- ~
3

ties of their machine because of the chance of pulling into a ;

spin or sideslip. A great many crashes or landings can be traced

to a lack of l~teral ctihtrcl. Excessively large ailerons ca~ ~

not be used on

that is, it is

go into a turn

1
a high speed machine because they are too stiff,

necessary to S1’OWdo:m before it is possible to i
1

with any considerable bank, but it would seem ~

possible to increase their efficiency without making them larger. I

In conclusion, the following list of factors affecting the ;

minimum speed of an airplane is given with the

nitude of their influence in per cent based on

ation of the factors that is likely to occur,

given are of necessity quite arbitrary sad ar$

a general way to show the relative unimportance
r

●

i

I

i

approximate mag- J

the maximum vari- :

The percentages
/

only intended in

of all the faa- ~
I,

1
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tors except Nos. 1, 10, and 11. The wing loading is assumed

to be spectfied and so does not come $nto the discussion.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Wing Sec~ion - 26$.

Wing Loading - a given condition.

Aspect Ratio - 4$.

Gap Chord RatiQ - 4% (Compared with Monoplane).

Stagger - 25.

Scale - 2$.

Slipstream on wings - 1%. . ,,

Vertical component of Air Screw TL-ust - @’* :

Powex in Level Flight.- 5?. .

Longitudinal Control - 20~. J

Lateral Control - @. 1,
,












